CASE STUDY
Search Berg’s SEO solutions helped OpenPro
cultivate a robust online presence with a 40
percent increase in mobile traffic in just a
few months!

Case Study: OpenPro

Introducing OpenPro
OpenPro provides advanced open source ERP solutions to businesses. They’re the first
company to build a complete web-based SQL server ERP system to provide business
solutions. Their products are architecturally flexible and can run on all
industry-standard operating systems and hardware platforms.
The company’s goal is to help businesses improve their overall work efficiency without
additional IT and staffing costs.
Their products include:
ERP modules for various industries
Mobile applications
CRM
Training and demo

Analyzing OpenPro’s
Key Challenges
Software and management solutions have helped businesses streamline and
fast-track their operations significantly. ERP solutions provide businesses with the ability
to monitor their operations in real-time and maximize their resources for growth.
Since OpenPro’s target audience spans across businesses in various industries,
including architecture, technology, and manufacturing, they were faced with the
formidable challenge of reaching out to all of them.
OpenPro wanted its website to increase its market share and generate revenue by
improving their online visibility and take their business to greater heights. To attract
their target audience, OpenPro reached out to Search Berg.
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Creating A Winning
Game Plan

OpenPro wanted to cultivate a robust online presence to promote their quality services
by outlining how those services would benefit their target audience.
Using a combination of result-oriented SEO practices, such as content marketing, and
website optimization to improve leads, generate more conversions, and ultimately
improve sales and revenue!

+
Content Marketing

SEO Strategies

=

+
Website Optimization

Higher Rankings
Link Building Efforts

=
Higher Rankings

Leads

=
Leads
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Skyrocketing To
Online Success With
Search Berg
Search Berg dove in to examine the digital marketing strategies of OpenPro’s
competitors to minimize any shortcomings for the client’s marketing campaign.
We quickly understood that increasing market share and improving leads will take
more than just a high-functioning website. Hence, to drive real results, our SEO
specialists created a multi-faceted SEO strategy that included:
Optimizing the website with industry-specific keywords
Create compelling content that divulged useful information about ERP tools and
software to B2B clients
Utilizing multiple social media platforms to drive in traffic from a broader target
audience.
Did we accomplish everything we set out to do for OpenPro? Take a look for yourself!

Let The Results Do
The Talking

The combination of our SEO and content marketing strategies generated promising
results immediately!
In less than 16 months, we helped OpenPro improve their ranking on search engine
results drastically with the help of targeted keywords, boosted the organic traffic flow
to their website, and substantially improved the conversion ratio through Google Maps.
Going from no online presence to taking such colossal leaps was an incredible
achievement!
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The Organic Traffic
Spillover Through
Quality Back Links!
Our conversion-boosting efforts and on-page SEO services yielded significant results
for OpenPro. They witnessed that the organic visits to their website had improved
substantially!
In just a few months, OpenPro received 18,003 organic visits to the website through
organic search, and the numbers are still going up steadily.

Acquisition

Users

New Users

6.31%

7.14%

18,003 vs 16,934

17,908 vs 16,715

Sessions

7.51%

20,747 vs 19,287

Figure 1: Organic visits for Open Pro
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An Impressive
Improvement In
Social Traffic
A creative social media marketing campaign is the backbone of any effective SEO
strategy, and Search Berg understands that better than anyone.
We leveraged hashtags and cultivated a robust online presence for OpenPro to catch
the attention of smartphone users in the area.
The result? Traffic generated by social media platforms improved by almost 40 percent
in just a few months!

Acquisition

Users

New Users

Sessions

39.63%

40.45%

42.14

451 vs 323

434 vs 309

479 vs 337

Figure 2: Social traﬃc to the website in one month
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A Substantial Increase
In The Overall Organic
Traffic To The Website
Our link building strategy was used to generate traction for the website and improve
the ABC Floor Sanding’s brand image for potential customers. This resulted in more
qualified leads and better conversions.
Figure 1 shows that the organic traffic to the website spiked substantially, with almost
500 new visitors in the last five months.

Acquisition

Users

3.57%

493 vs 476

New Users

4.52%

486 vs 465

Figure 1: Organic traﬃc to the website between April 2020 and May 2020
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Strategic Content
Creation For Better
Audience Engagement
Our content marketing strategy functioned
as an essential facet of our overall SEO
campaign for OpenPro.
We created industry-relevant and
engaging content for them with interesting
and attention-grabbing blogs that did
wonders for the organic traffic being
diverted to their website.
Our reports showed that 31,431 mobile
visits were made in less than six months!
We also created visually-appealing
infographics that and continue to generate
traction for the OpenPro’s website.
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Here’s Some Our
Published Work!
For a closer look at our methods, check out some of our published content for OpenPro:

INFOGRAPHICS
Stunning and informative infographics!
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BLOGS

Detailed, engaging, and keyword-rich blogs!
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ARTICLES

Interesting and educational articles posted on popular third party websites!
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Hire Search Berg To
Boost Your Online
Presence!
Our partnership with OpenPro established them as a dominant ERP solutions expert in
the industry. With new users being directed to the website through organic search
traffic every day, their business is booming like never before!
Search Berg provides effective SEO solutions to businesses spread across all industries.
We guarantee results by improving your overall online marketing strategy.
Ready to get started? Give our SEO specialists a call!
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